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Introduction
É Many text classification datasets naturally occur as graphs

• Nodes: Text documents
• Edges: Task specific (e.g. documents citing each other)

É Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) [1]: Powerful architecture for such tasks

É However, machine learning models do not protect privacy, possible for adversary to reveal
sensitive information from training data (e.g. membership inference [2])

É Possible solution: Differentially private [3] machine learning with DP-SGD [4]

É Issue: Algorithm expects data examples to form batches and lots, not possible for large one-
graph datasets

É Our solution: Graph splitting approach for adapting GCNs in the DP setting

Background on Differential Privacy

• Data inputs/outputs are perturbed to form a mathematically rigorous privacy
guarantee

•The output of an algorithm or query is indistinguishable when adding or
removing an individual from the dataset

Pr[A(D) ∈ S]≤ exp(ε)Pr[A(D′) ∈ S] +δ

for two neighboring datasets D and D′, a randomized algorithm A, and set of
outputs S

Methods

É Our underlying architecture: Vanilla GCN
[1]

É DP-SGD: Noise added to clipped gradient
of a network during training

É DP-Adam: Extension of DP-SGD for Adam
optimizer [5]

É Need a lot of noise to preserve privacy of
graph datasets, without a way to split into
batches and lots required for DP-SGD
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Our Solution
Random graph partitioning:

É Create a random index tensor for all nodes in the training set

É Split into s groups, with s being the desired number of subgraphs

É Use the resulting indexes to mask the original graph during training

Experimental Setup

É Languages: English and Slovak

É Features: BoWs (CiteSeer, Cora,
PubMed), GloVe (Reddit), BERT
(Pokec)

É Experiments: Graph partitioning,
varying size of training data, DP vs.
non-DP

Results: Without Graph Cuts

Figure 1: Exp. A: F1 wrt. training data size (in %), without DP

Figure 2: Exp. B: F1 wrt. varying training data size (in %) wrt. privacy budget ε, with DP

Results: Graph Cuts

Figure 3: Exp. C, no DP: F1 wrt. number of subgraphs

Figure 3: Exp. C, with DP: F1 with varying number of subgraphs wrt. privacy budget ε

Results: Summary

É Graph partitioning im-
proves both performance
and allows for a stronger
privacy guarantee of ε = 1

É Increasing training data
does not necessarily miti-
gate negative performance
of DP

É More complex representa-
tions better for DP setting,
with a smaller drop from
non-DP results
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